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Abstract. The use of the global patent space to determine the scientific and technological 
priorities for the technical systems development (identifying patent trends) allows one to 
forecast the direction of the technical systems development and, accordingly, select patents of 
priority technical subjects as a source for updating the technical functions database and 
physical effects database. The authors propose an original method that uses as trend terms not 
individual unigrams or n-gram (usually for existing methods and systems), but structured 
descriptions of technical functions in the form “Subject-Action-Object” (SAO), which in the 
authors' opinion are the basis of the invention. 

1. Introduction 
Due to a modern quick change of the global market and a widespread occurrence of innovations, the 
life cycle of a new technical solution can be very short. In this situation, it is actual to forecast the 
direction of technical systems development (trend) based on monitoring technology changes in the 
global patent space (patent trend analysis). The scientists are addressing the problem of identifying the 
patent trends: R. Frietsch [1], H. Bronwyn [2], B. Yoon [3], Y. Park, A. Kontostathis [4], etc. Based 
on the analysis of patent trends, it is useful to select the priority technical directions as a source of 
information for the actualization of physical effects and technical functions databases. 

At present, the rejection of using the International Patent Classification (IPC) in the process of 
patent trends determination is actual. As the basis of the developed method, it is proposed to use 
descriptions of technical functions in the SAO (“Subject”, “Action”, “Object”) form to identify both 
interclass patent trends and trends within IPC classes. 

SAO is a semantic structure that is used to represent the technical functions extracted from textual 
data, including the patent texts. “Object” and “Subject” are the words or phrases that are related to the 
text semantics. “Actions” are verbs, which represent the operations that connect the objects and 
subjects. The development of natural language processing technologies allows SAO structures to 
contain complete semantic information about the technical functions described in the text. 

Currently, the problem of the patent databases analysis for the extraction of technical functions is 
actively studied by scientists H. Park [5], D.U. Yufeng [6], S. Choi [7], K. Kim, J.Y. Lee, J.Hu, J. 
Yoon, J. Guo, S. Fang, and others. They apply the technical functions at the initial stages of new 
technical systems design and use the representation of technical functions in the SAO form (Subject-
Action-Object). 

 

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0
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2. Method for determining scientific and technological priorities of technical systems 
development 
The authors propose an original method that uses as trend terms not individual unigrams or n-gram 
(usually for existing methods and systems), but structured descriptions of technical functions in the 
form “Subject-Action-Object” (SAO) [8,9], which in the authors' opinion are the basis of the patent. 

The method of patent trend detection consists of the following stages: 
1) identification of “key” SAOs for each time interval;  
2) determination of trend SAOs;  
3) search of patents that contain the trend SAOs;  
4) cluster formation for the patents that contain trend information. 
One of the main tasks of the developed method of patent trends searching is to present the trends in 

the form of informative, user-friendly terms that reflect the core of trends. “Key” SAOs are very 
suitable for such terms. 

3. Extraction of the SAOs from the patent texts 
To extract the technical functions in SAO presentation from patent texts, one used the previously 
developed procedures [10] for segmentation of complex sentences of patent texts, morphological and 
semantic analysis with the construction of dependency trees and building the deep-syntactic structures 
based on the Meaning-Text Theory for reduced Stanford dependencies. 

With the correct work of the semantic analyzer, the root node of the deep-syntactic structure must 
be a verb (Figure 1) (it is extracted as an “Action”), then its child nodes are extracted with actant 
relations I (“Subject”) and II (“Object”), and then for each node “Subject”, “Object” and “Action” the 
child nodes are extracted with attributive relation according to the Meaning-Text Theory. The result of 
extracting the SAO from the sentence “The super-capacitor electrode further comprising a silane 
coupling agent” is: 

• action: comprises (root node - “comprises”, attributive relation – “further”); 
• subject: super-capacitor electrode (I actant relation - “electrode”, attributive relation – “super-

capacitor”); 
• object: silane coupling agent (II actant relation - “agent”, attributive relation – “silane”, 

“coupling”). 

 
Figure 1. The example of the technical function 

To increase the information content of the “Subject-Action-Object” structures, several SAOs are 
combined into the common structure according to the developed algorithm of grouping (comparison) 
SAOs [11]. 

4. Identification of trend SAOs 
To search for the patent trends, a method of searching for trend SAOs has been developed. The trend 
SAO implies a textual description of a technical function for which the frequency of its occurrence in 
patent texts increases with a time. However, there are random non-informative SAOs, which are 
characterized by the miss of their occurrence in the previous time period and the beginning of their use 
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in the current time period. In order to filter out such SAOs, let us use the hypothesis that in a short 
period of time the frequency of use of SAO can not hardly change (decrease). 
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where SAOveci is the vector of SAOs occurrences in the patents that are granted for the time 
interval i; 

TFj - frequency of the j-th SAO in the patent texts; 
Tr(SAOveci+1, SAOveci) – the trend vector (trend) of occurrence of all SAOs between two 

neighboring time intervals; 

)TF ,Ch(TF i1i
jj

+  - the function that determines the trend (change of the occurrence of the j-th SAO) 

between two neighboring time interval; 
Kr - the coefficient of decreasing the importance of the "rare" SAO; 
LT - the limit of the minimum allowable trend change for the time interval. 
Coefficient Kr is meant for excluding from the list of the trend SAOs, which rarely occur in the 

patent texts. With an insignificant change of the absolute frequency of occurrence of such SAOs, there 
is a significant increase of their relative change Ch between two neighboring time intervals. The 
experiments carried out showed that the optimum value is Kr = 150. 

The LT parameter is designed to regulate the number of finding trend SAOs. Its value is inversely 
proportional to the number of SAOs that can be considered as trend and directly proportional to their 
average significance as trends. 

The set of trend patents for a certain period of time is defined as follows: 

 },...SAOSAO,SAO T
SAON 21SAO {=  (2) 
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where TSAO – the set of the trend SAO; 
NSAO  - the number of the trend SAO. 

5. Search of patents that contain trend SAOs 
The next step is to search for patents containing trend SAOs: 

 },...PATPAT,PAT T
PATN 21PAT {=  (3) 

where TPAT – set of trend patents 
NPAT  - the number of trend patents. 
The authors have implemented two approaches to the search for trend patents: 
• The search for the trend SAO is carried out only in the patent claims. The main idea of this 

approach is that all SAOs found in the claims are more significant than the SAOs contained in 
the other part of the patent text. 

 SAOjijjPATi TSAO  ,ClaimSAO  SAO : TPAT ∈∈∃∈  (4) 

where Claimi – patent claim PATi. 
• The search for the trend SAO is carried out in all parts of the patent. The main idea of this 

approach is that trends can also occur in patents, the main description (claim) of which may 
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not be relevant to the subject of the trend. Thus, the description of the trend can be contained 
in any part of the patent text (for example in the field “Desc” – full patent description). 

 SAOjiiijjPATi TSAO  },Desc ,Abst ,Claim{SAO  SAO : TPAT ∈∈∃∈  (5) 

where Absti – the field “Abstract” of the PATi patent; 
Desci – the field “Description” of the PATi patent. 

6. Cluster formation for patents containing trend information 
To realize the grouping of trend patents into clusters, it is necessary to implement the following stages 
of analysis: 

• building a term-document matrix;  
• clustering based on the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [12,13] model (Figure 2) and using 

the constructed model to obtain the distribution of vectors by the clusters (unnamed topics). 

 
Figure 2. Distribution of vectors from unnamed topics 

 
A term-document matrix is a table, whose rows are documents and columns are terms. This matrix 

describes the frequency of occurrence of each term in all documents. Terms are trend SAOs, the 
documents –trend patents. 

To construct the LDA model, a TF-based matrix should be generated. TF (term frequency) is the 
frequency of occurrence of the trend SAO in the texts of trend patents. To increase the information 
content of the trend SAOs, several similar SAOs are joined into one unique SAO. 

First, it is necessary to obtain a thesaurus of all trend SAOs of the patent database voc = 
{t 1,t2,t3,..,tn},, where ti is the next unique trend SAO. Then each i-th row of the term-document matrix 
will be the resulting thesaurus, and each column will represent the number of occurrences of the 
unique trend SAO in the i-th patent. 

The framework Spark and its MLlib library for machine learning allow obtaining the thesaurus of 
all the terms of a set of documents and building a term-document matrix. 

Based on the LDA model, it is possible to obtain synchronous clustering of trend patents and trend 
SAOs on the same set of clusters (topics). As a result, a “soft” cauterization is constructed - a trend 
patent may refer to several topics with varying degrees of ownership: 

 }SAO SAO_Cl ti {= , }PAT Pat_Cl ki {=  (6) 

where i = 1,..,cl – index of the cluster; 
cl – the predetermined number of clusters; 
SAO_Cli - i cluster of the trend SAOs; 
SAOt ∈ TSAO — t-th trend SAO in cluster SAO_Cli; 
Pat_Cli – i-th cluster of the trend patents; 
PATk ∈ TPAT — k-th trend patent in cluster Pat_Cli. 
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Further, let us rank the obtained topics by the number of trend patents and correlate trend patents 
and their trend SAO. 

7. Conclusions 
The developed method of identifying technology changes (detection of patent trends) is focused on 
using as trend terms not individual unigrams or n-grams (usually for existing methods and systems), 
but structured descriptions of technical functions in the SAO form (Subject, Action, Object). 

A trend SAO is a textual description of a technical function, for which the frequency of its 
occurrence in patent texts increases with time. For the filtering of random non-informative SAOs, the 
hypothesis is made that in a short time period, the frequency of SAO use cannot change sharply 
(decrease). 

Two approaches to the search for trend patents have been implemented: searching only in the 
patent claim and searching in full text of patent (trends can occur in patents, the claims of which may 
not match with the trending topic). 

For the grouping of trend patents into clusters, the following stages of analysis are realized: 
construction of the term-document matrix and clustering based on the LDA model. The term-
document matrix contains the frequencies of occurrence of all trend SAOs in all trend patents. Based 
on the LDA model, it is possible to obtain a synchronous clustering of trend patents and trend SAOs 
on the same set of clusters. The authors rank the obtained topics by the number of trend patents and 
correlate with trend patents and their trend SAO 
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